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What If Mueller Hadn’t Been Appointed?
By Joel Cohen
Where would the body politic be now regarding the president’s conduct? We would likely be
nowhere.

T

he dust has begun to settle. The verdict is decidedly mixed.

Yes, in some respects, special counsel Mueller’s report reads like a Russian novel, albeit,
oddly, filled with double negatives. Nonetheless, Mueller and his report have held the day for
those who want Trump exiled to history’s dustbin. However, particularly given Mueller’s (some
might say) doddering testimony, the “Forever-Trumpers” have held the night. And so, the dark
may ultimately rule the light. We won’t know for sure until late one chilly Tuesday night in
November 2020.
A more articulate, forceful and willing testimony by Mueller could have changed all that, and
maybe allowed or even forced the Trumpers (or the mostly Trumpers) to see more light—but it
is what it is. We probably won’t know for a while precisely “what happened with Mueller.” And
maybe because something obviously did, the individual citizen’s going-in partisanship will
largely determine how he or she judges the president’s conduct as presented by the report—
“exonerated” or not. The needle simply will not have been moved one centimeter.
But what if Mueller hadn’t been appointed? What if, after Attorney General Sessions had
recused himself, Deputy Attorney General Rosenstein decided to keep the investigation of
Russian interference inside the Justice Department? Suppose he had chosen a ramrod straight,
Mueller-like, career prosecutor within the Justice Department—let’s call him, James Straight—
to command the investigation with a team of career and dedicated Justice Department
attorneys who had held their positions long before Trump and were only dedicated to
defending the “presidency”, not this president? Same number of witnesses, search warrants,
indictments. Suppose Acting Attorney General Rosenstein retained ultimate decision-making
authority, but didn’t interfere one iota in Straight’s investigation as, incidentally, was clearly the
case with Mueller.

Now, theoretically at least, Trump and his base shouldn’t have a problem with that—even
though surely they would have. It would have been deemed a “witch hunt” even if the likes of
Mickey Mouse were assigned to conduct the investigation. And, most important, in this
hypothetical, at the end of the day, assuming the investigation’s total bona fides, the president
would have been exonerated on the Russian conspiracy or so-called collusion. And aside from
the obstruction issue as it relates to Trump’s intent to fire Mueller, we can assume the
obstruction final determinations by Straight would have been the same; a Justice Department
prosecutor can’t indict a sitting president.
But, here’s the thing. There would have been no detailed report, however the public might
choose to read it. Justice Department prosecutors who decline to indict someone don’t write
reports. Yes, they may explain to their superiors within the Department, sometimes in
extraordinary detail, why they declined prosecution. And, in some limited circumstances, when
they are responsible for the investigation having been made public, they write a letter to the
target saying something like “there was insufficient credible evidence to sustain an indictment
against you.” But no report—either up or down. And nothing like FBI Director James Comey did
with Hillary Clinton—there would have been no public statement that there was no indictable
offense, notwithstanding a very public excoriation of her conduct. In short, the facts, and as
described in the report the facts are largely undisputed by the White House, would never have
seen the cool light of day except occasionally through anonymous source reportage. Would that
have been preferable for anyone?
In short, had Mueller never existed as special counsel and our man Straight had investigated
the president with the same robustness and in precisely the same way as did Mueller, where
would the body politic be now regarding the president’s conduct? We would likely be nowhere.
The president would have been investigated in the same way as is John Q. Citizen, and with the
same integrity as John Q. Citizen is typically investigated.
Except this: Aside from the Trumpers, no one would believe that “truth and justice” had
prevailed or gotten a fair shake. No citizen from the opposite end of the political spectrum
would have believed for a single moment that Trump hadn’t put his finger on the scales —given
that James Straight, consummately straight as he might have been, was basically a Trump
employee at Main Justice. Especially when Trump’s Attorney General William Barr, would later
make the ultimate decision to decline prosecution. If half the citizenry were to conclude that
the result had no credibility that would mean that result had no credibility.
Mueller, as it turns out, and for whatever reason, was hardly a paradigm of what one might
have wanted in a special counsel asked to articulate his findings. Indeed, Mueller was simply
immovable in his unwillingness to say, in print or orally (even though it appeared to slip out
once accidentally when he testified), that if Trump were a private citizen he would have been
indicted. The problem with Mueller is that he simply wasn’t able to go for the gusto, when
“gusto” is exactly what many believe was needed.
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Still, at least now with Mueller, the public—at least the public willing to read for itself—knows
exactly what Trump did and did not do, however tongue-tied the voice of the report turned out
to be when he appeared before the Congress.
Joel Cohen practices white-collar criminal defense law at Stroock & Stroock & Lavan. He is an
adjunct professor at Fordham Law School.
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